Arrival at the Institute for Geosciences, FSU Jena, Germany
Laboratories and staff of the Chair of Hydrogeology are located in two buildings: 1) at Burgweg 11 and
2) at Wöllnitzer Str. 7. Postal address is Burgweg 11:
Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena
Institut für Geowissenschaften
Hydrogeologie
Burgweg 11
07749 Jena
Germany

Phone: 0049 – 3641 - 948651

Arrival by train:
North-South (Munich-Berlin): Arrival at JenaParadies.
Burgweg 11: Approx. 10 min to walk: Cross
"Paradiesbrücke" and "Stadtrodaer Straße" in
southerly direction, pass the "Agentur für Arbeit"
and continue uphill on "Friedrich-Engels-Straße".
Opposite of the Pharmacy, a small walkway
appears on the left. At the end of the walkway,
there is the building "Burgweg 11".
Wöllnitzer Straße 7: Approx. 10 min to walk:
Cross "Paradiesbrücke" and "Stadtrodaer
Straße" in southerly direction, pass the "Agentur
für Arbeit", continue on "Friedrich-Engels-Straße"
and turn right on the first crossing into "Wöllnitzer
Straße".

East-West (Weimar-Gera): Arrival Jena-West.
Burgweg 11: About 20 min to walk or: Bus
(Route/Linie 15) in direction of "Rautal". At bus
stop "Löbdergraben" change busses to
Route/Linie 16 to direction "Ziegenhainer Tal" to
bus stop "Kernbergstraße". Follow the street
uphill. Opposite of the Pharmacy, a small
walkway appears on the left. At the end of the
walkway, there is the building "Burgweg 11".
Wöllnitzer Straße 7: About 20 min to walk or:
Bus (Route/Linie 15) in direction of "Rautal". At
bus stop "Löbdergraben" change busses to
Route/Linie 16 to direction "Ziegenhainer Tal" to
bus stop "Kernbergstraße". To arrive at
"Wöllnitzer Straße 7", go downhill about 30m and
turn the first left from "Friedrich-Engels-Straße".

Arrival by car:
A4: Frankfurt-Dresden:

A9 Berlin-Nürnberg:

Burgweg 11:
Exit Jena-Lobeda, in direction "Stadtzentrum,
Naumburg", turn right just before the bridge over
the Saale at the "Agentur für Arbeit" into
"Friedrich-Engels-Straße", then turn first left
"Camsdorfer Ufer", then the second right into
"Burgweg", where the institute is on the left.

Burgweg 11: Exit "Eisenberg", the in direction
Jena on the B7 (ca. 20 km); ca. 1-1,5 km behind
the city limit sign Jena turn left in the direction of
"Zentrum" (Karl-Liebknecht-Straße), turn left right
before the bridge over the Saale into
"Camsdorfer Ufer". The second street on the left
is the "Burgweg".

Wöllnitzer Straße 7: Exit Jena-Lobeda, in
direction "Stadtzentrum, Naumburg", turn right
just before the bridge over the Saale at the
"Agentur für Arbeit" into "Friedrich-EngelsStraße". The first street on the right is the
"Wöllnitzer Straße".

Wöllnitzer Straße 7: Exit "Eisenberg", the in
direction Jena on the B7 (ca. 20 km); ca. 1-1,5
km behind the city limit sign Jena turn left in the
direction of "Zentrum" (Karl-Liebknecht-Straße),
turn left right before the bridge over the Saale
into "Camsdorfer Ufer". Continue until
"Camsdorfer Ufer" becomes "Wöllnitzer Straße".

